
mammals. The feathers are the primary thermal
barrier in penguins; consequently, it was of special
interest to determine the effects of wetting and in-
creased hydrostatic pressure, both of which should
reduce the effectiveness of the feathers.

The responses of the birds were measured by
placing each penguin in a metabolic chamber that also
could function as an immersion and compression
chamber. Environmental conditions were varied a
number of ways for each penguin. They were some-
times: (1) dry at room temperature, (2) immersed in
water ranging from 5° to 25°C., and (3) immersed
in water at a similar temperature range and two
atmospheres absolute hydrostatic pressure. During
these various conditions, oxygen consumption and
body, skin, foot, and wing temperatures were mea-
sured. Comparison of results during these differing
conditions will yield information on the insulative
properties of feathers.

This work was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-24236.

Antipredator and social behavior
in Antarctic Peninsula penguins

DIETLAND and CHRISTINE MULLER-SCHWARZE

Ecology Center
Utah State University

During the 1971-1972 austral summer the authors
worked in the area of the Antarctic Peninsula. They
left Punta Arenas aboard R/V Hero on November
26 3 1971, and arrived at Palmer Station on December
1. From December 4 to 6 camp was established on
Torgersen Island, where about 9,000 pairs of Adélie
penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) breed. Social displays
were analyzed, but no predation was seen.

Between December 2 and 23, 23 more penguin
rookeries were visited, using Zodiac boats from Hero.
The species and number of nests, the presence or
absence of leopard seals or skuas, and incidents of
predation were recorded. The southernmost penguin
rookery visited was that of gentoo penguins (Pygoscelis
papua) on Petermann Island (65° 10'S. 64° 10'W.),
while the northernmost was a rookery with all three
species of pygoscelid penguins at Stranger Point (62°
16'S. 58° 37'W.) on King George Island.

The other rookeries visited were: Litchfield and
Humble Islands, and one other island in and near
Arthur Harbor, Port Lockroy, Biscoe Point, Neko
Harbor, Rongé Island, three rookeries near Beneden
Head, Danco Island, Arctowski Peninsula, "Slippery
Rock Island" (unofficial name), Cobalescou Island,
Alcock Island, Midas Island, Harmony Point and
The Toe on Nelson Island, Ardley Peninsula on King
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Gentoo penguins on Petermann Island; Hero is in background.

George Island, and Macaroni Point on Deception
Island. Another 26 rookeries were seen and assessed
from varying distances but not visited. As a baseline
for further studies on changes in numbers a census
was made at every rookery.

Leopard seals were seen only near penguin rookeries
with upward of 10,000 breeding pairs. No leopard
seals were sighted at 16 rookeries ranging from 36
to 8,000 breeding pairs, with an average of 1,430 pairs.
Brown skuas (Catharacta lönnbergi) were never seen
to attack live penguin chicks; they scavenged on dead
chicks and abandoned eggs.

From December 24 to January 16 camp was es-
tablished at Harmony Point on Nelson Island. During
that time the social displays of gentoo and chinstrap
(Pygoscelis antarctica) penguins were analyzed, so
that we now can compare behavioral patterns of all
three pygoscelid penguin species.

The penguin rookeries in the area of the Antarctic
Peninsula differ in many ways from those investigated
in the Ross Sea. On the Antarctic Peninsula up to
three species breeding side by side can be found in
one rookery, the chicks are better fed, and there is
considerably less predation on penguins than in the
Ross Sea area.

This work was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GA-23494.

Penguin and skua studies
at Hallett Station

JOHN R. BAKER

Department of zoology and Entomology
Iowa State University

During the 1971-1972 season several studies were
again conducted at Hallett Station supported by Na-
tional Science Foundation grant GA-23744.
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